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______________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: Software developers’ work practices are influenced by the organizational setting, and, 

more importantly, how developers’ coordinative practices require proper identification and 

maintenance of the list of actors whose actions should be monitored and to whom actions should 

be displayed. We call this list the “awareness network.” The awareness network of a software 

developer is fluid (it changes during the course of work) and is influenced by three main factors: 

the organizational setting (program reuse), the software architecture, and, finally, the recency of 

the project. Previously used grounded theory techniques to model and analyze the work flow 

proved to be inconclusive for an effective administration. So we propose to use Agile methods 

such as EXTREME Programming (XP) for both development and administration by classifying 

the involved work flow layers into a hierarchy for an effective monitoring of the progress 

involved in software development. A practical implementation in this regard validates our claim. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

“Awareness network” is the network of actors whose actions need to be monitored and 

those to whom one needs to make one’s own actions visible. The nature of coordinative practices 

is dual: it involves (i) displaying one’s actions, and (ii) monitoring others’ actions. That is to say, 

social actors monitor their colleagues’ actions to understand how these actions impact their own 

work and, while doing their work, social actors display their actions in such a way that others can 

easily monitor them1. The displaying and the monitoring of activities are thus complementary 

aspects: the displaying of one’s actions is facilitated by the monitoring of the others and vice 

versa. 

Software project development includes a number of activities that result in a delivered 

product (software). As software becomes more and more expensive to develop, project 

management has been recognized as a difficult task in practice.  There are a lot of unpredictable 

factors existing in the software development cycle that have become contributing factors to this 

problem.   An effective software development work flow monitoring is absent which results in 

slower slow decision making, slow development etc. So a better system/framework is required 

for monitoring progress of software development.  
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Later, a framework was developed that uses grounded theory techniques is proposed to help 

project management to get better understanding and make all activities run on schedule. This 

framework is influenced by three main factors: the organizational setting (program reuse), the 

software architecture, and, finally, the recency of the project. This framework is effectively 

addresses the problem of monitoring progress in software development. But, This framework is 

not adaptive to varying software development lifecycles but only feasible to older sdlc models. 

So, A better system/framework is required that syncs with latest sdlc models. 

In this paper, we propose a framework that uses agile methods such as EXTREME 

Programming (XP) for both development and administration by classifying the involved work 

flow layers into a hierarchy which helps project management teams get better insights into the 

work flow of software development by efficiently understanding the work flow scenarios and 

make all activities run on schedule. As usual this framework is influenced by three main factors: 

the organizational setting (program reuse), the software architecture, and, finally, the recency of 

the project. Along with an extra parameter such as work flow layer hierarchy that optimizes 

monitoring performance and Syncs with almost all sdlc models.  

EXtreme programming (XP) is one of a new breed of methods, collectively known as the 

agile methods that are challenging conventional wisdom regarding systems development 

processes and practices. Practitioners specifically designed the agile methods to meet the 

business problems and challenges we face building software today.  In order to operate 

effectively in the world of vague and changing requirements, XP moves the emphasis away from 

document-centric processes into practices that enable people.  

 

II REALATED WORK 

In software engineering different processes, techniques and methods are used in different 

environments. There is a need to understand which processes etc. that are used in different 

situations, to what extent different processes are used, why they are used, how they have been 

introduced and, of course, how successful they are. This type of information can be obtained by 

carrying out surveys, as presented for example by Neill and Laplante, where the focus is on 

requirements engineering processes. Neill and Laplante report on an exploratory s urvey where 

194 individuals involved in software development in various ways participated in a web-based 

survey in 2002. 

Another important and related aspect is the adaptation of a process to fit the development 

environment of an organization. It is uncommon that a process is used”off the shelf”, i.e. used 

without any modifications of the process as confirmed for instance by Beck and Humphrey.  

 The survey by Crandall et al. addressed software developers from all o ver the world as 

the aim was to investigate international differences in the adaptation of different development 

practices. The survey was web-based and the sample data comprised of 104 projects from India, 

Japan, America and Europe. The results show a major difference between the countries’ use of 

detailed designs, where India always used detailed designs compared to America.  
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 During recent years, the research on agile methods has increased. There are numerous 

articles on experience reports on use of agile methods, for instance by Deias, Pine, Poole et al.  

and Rasmusson. They provide information on experiences from applying agile methods, which 

may be useful to consider when introducing agile methods to organizations. However, there is a 

lack of empirical studies on agile development which may improve our understanding of when 

and how to apply agile development in various contexts. This view is supported by Abrahamsson 

and Koskela who state that the lack of empirical data hinders the ability to apply agile methods 

and modify them for different settings and domains.  

 

III BACK GROUND 

In the waterfall model developed by Royce, requirements are defined and approved 

before development starts. Further, a new software development phase is not begun before the 

former phase is officially ended. There is a focus on documentation, as results and decisions are 

stored in documents for later analysis. This approach has its advantages, for instance providing 

project managers with a high level of control in software projects. However, as new prerequisites 

emerged for software development it became obvious that requirements more often were 

changed during software development. Further, in many cases customers did not always know at 

a detailed level what they wanted developed. This had the effect that it became more important 

to continuously review the software while developing it. These concerns resulted in the 

introduction of agile development, where the term agile is characterized as being incremental, 

cooperative, straightforward and adaptive. 

 Agile methods have some fundamental aspects in common regarding how to develop 

software, compared to the more formal software development approaches. There are four main 

aspects that constitute the meaning of agile development: 

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.  

• Working software over comprehensive documentation.  

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.  

• Responding to change over following a plan.  

 

IV AGILE METHODS OVERVIEW 

There exist a number of agile methods. However,  although extreme programming is 

maybe the most well known agile method. In this section, we identify and highlight important 

contributions of agile development.  

Scrum: Scrum is a set of practices and roles which help manage a software development project. 

The method does not suggest any specific development practices to be used, instead it provides a 

generic management framework that helps steer software development activities. Scrum consists 

of three phases. First is the pregame phase where requirements are collected and prioritized, and 

the software architecture is established. This is followed by the development phase, where  

software development is overviewed by identifying and controlling environmental and technical 
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variables. Software is developed in iterative cycles, referred to as sprints. Last, the software 

release which consists of integration, test and documentation activities is addressed in the  

postgame phase. 

Feature Driven Development: Feature Driven Development or FDD in short, applies iterative 

development which consists of five phases where  a focus is put on the design and 

implementation of software. Thus, maintenance and installation issues for instance are not 

addressed by FDD. After reviewing requirements a feature list is created. Out of this list a 

number of features are chosen to be implemented during the coming iterative cycle. Further, 

FDD has a number of roles and general practices to be applied in the development process.  

Dynamic Systems Development Method: Dynamic Systems Development Method or DSDM 

in short, is based on the idea of not overloading a software development team with work. Instead 

of fixing the functionality to be developed, and thus adjusting the time and resources needed, 

time and resources are fixed and the expected functionality will have to be adjusted instead. 

DSDM consists of five phases, where the two first are only applied once. The first phase reviews 

the type of project being planned and investigates whether DSDM is suitable to apply. The 

second phase addresses which business processes to be used in order to properly characterize the 

software. The last three phases concern software development in iterative cycles. These phases  

involve the planning and prioritization of work tasks in coming iterations. The last phase helps 

transfer the system into its production environment. 

Adaptive Software Development: Adaptive Software Development or ASD in short, focuses on 

developing complex and large systems. ASD consists of three phases where an emphasize is put 

on the postmortem learning activity, where lessons are learned from previous experiences in 

earlier development cycles. ASD is general and does not provide any roles or detailed 

information on activities. ASD only contain three activities: iterative development, feature-based 

planning and customer focus group reviews, and they do only offer advice what could be done  

instead of what should be done. 

 

V EXTREME PROGRAMMING 

Extreme Programming, or XP which it is informally called, is the most well known of the 

agile methods. XP consists of a set of engineering practices for a team to apply when developing 

software. These practices are based on commonly accepted software development approaches, 

but what makes XP extreme in some sense is that these approaches are applied at an extreme 

level. For instance, a system developed by use of XP may be tested, integrated and built several 

times a day, instead of maybe once per week or month as is usual otherwise. In addition to these 

practices, XP consists of roles and values. The purpose of the values is to help the team approach 

software development with, according to XP, the right attitude.  

XP is a process that applies iterative development with intense involvement from the 

customer. The customer defines so called stories, which describe functionality to be 

implemented. As soon as a story is implemented, tested and integrated into the system the work 
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of another story begins. Further, the customer decides scope and timing of software releases 

based on estimates provided by the software developers.  

PRACTISE COMMENT 

Planning game  The team estimates the efforts needed to implement the work planned in the 

coming iteration. 

Small releases  The team delivers a working system in short intervals,  at least at a monthly 

basis. 

Metaphor  The system is defined by the use of a metaphor.  

Simple design The team uses the simplest designs possible.  

Continuous 

testing 

Software development is test driven; unit tests are performed when new code 

is developed. 

Refactoring The system is restructured continuously.  

Pair 

programming 

Two persons implement the code together, at one computer.  

Collective code 

ownership 

All team members can change any part of the code, at any time. 

Continuous 

integration 

Newly developed code is integrated in the code-base as soon as possible 

On-site customer The customer is present and works with the team all the time.  

Coding standard The team has established rules for how to write code. 

 

There are practices that offer support to the development activity in more direct ways like 

the practice Pair programming, where two engineers sit next to each other and develop software. 

A benefit of working in pairs is that the person who is not programming at the moment can 

review the other person’s code. This way more defects are probably found since it is easier 

finding defects in code that another person has written, compared to code that oneself has written 

as stated in XP. Another aspect in XP is that it applies collective code ownership, i.e. every 

programmer has the right to make changes in the code at any time as he or she sees fit. The 

practice Refactoring helps restructuring code while keeping the original functionality. Further, 

the practice Simple design is a mindset that helps the team to design as simple as possible, since 

it is common that future changes in requirements or functionality can mean that old and carefully  

planned designs are no longer applicable. 

 

VI CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a framework that uses agile methods such as EXTREME 

Programming (XP) for both development and administration by classifying the involved work 

flow layers into a hierarchy which helps project management teams get better insights into the 

work flow of software development by efficiently understanding the work flow scenarios  and 
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make all activities run on schedule. eXtreme programming (XP) is one of a new breed of 

methods, collectively known as the agile methods, that are challenging conventional wisdom 

regarding systems development processes and practices. Practitioners specifically designed the 

agile methods to meet the business problems and challenges we face building software today. As 

usual this framework is influenced by three main factors: the organizational setting (program 

reuse), the software architecture, and, finally, the recency of the project. Along with an extra 

parameter such as work flow layer hierarchy that optimizes monitoring performance and Syncs 

with almost all sdlc models. 
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